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I was very happy, surprised and grateful 
when this highly prestigious Prize was 
announced to me.

I most warmly thank Prof. Lohse
(Chair) and all the Members of the 
EPS - HEPP Board for this great honour

The Prize refers to works done
some 40 years ago.
Thus, some telegraphic
historical introduction is
appropriate



Bruno Touschek

Raoul Gatto

Nicola Cabibbo

I start with a grateful tribute
to my most important teachers



DIS is nearly 50 years old!



1969: first evidence of approximate Bjorken scaling



From spectroscopy in the ‘60’s constituent coloured quarks 
where established, at least as a mathematical book keeping

The “naive” parton model of Feynman, Bjorken.... was
formulated on an intuitive basis

Fγp=4/9 u(x) + 1/9 d(x) + ......

In DIS quarks and their quantum numbers reappear 
as partons

Why don’t they get out? Confinement?

The great problem: build a field theory understanding of
the parton model

1972: birth of QCD



Very important works on the way to QCD
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One can say that the application of QCD started with the
Nobel winner papers by Gross & Wilczek and by Politzer in
1973



Since a few years in our group we were studying hard processes 
in the parton model (with approximate scaling)

a λφ3 
field theory
model
for scaling

the nucleon is described in terms 
of constituent quarks, each of them
with a parton structure. This idea is
still viable.



This is an important paper (together with the work by 
M. K. Gaillard and B. W. Lee, Phys. Rev. Lett. 33(1974)108)

After Gross&Wilczek and Politzer we focussed on studying
the implications of QCD

It was the first calculation of QCD corrections to the 
coefficients of the Wilson expansion in the product 
of two weak currents



Application to charm decay of the QCD-improved non leptonic
weak Hamiltonian

before charm was discovered!!



This paper contributed to downgrading the “y-anomaly”
from a signal of new physics (right-handed charged currents)
down to a charm threshold + QCD-logs effect  

The theory of scaling violations, in Mellin moment terms,
was applied to total neutrino cross sections



The QCD evolution equations hand-written by me on the
‘77 preprint

t=lnQ2/µ2

a French paper!
The evolution equations



In our paper, formulated in parton language, with running 
coupling, the splitting functions are derived directly from the 
QCD vertices, making clear they are the same for all processes
(factorisation). 

The polarized splitting functions were also derived with
the same method



The derivatives at x only involve data at y > x

While moments need data at all x, here the unmeasured
region at small x (where densities are large) does not enter

A probabilistic language for the branching at LO 
(building up parton showers in event generators}



Proton Structure 
Function F2(x,Q2)

Great progress in the DIS 
data over the years
culminated at  HERA



This is how the scaling 
violations are compared
with QCD evolution in
2015 after 46 years



I conclude by most warmly
thanking again the EPS-HEPP
Board for the Prize
and all of you for your attention


